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The Libido Inventory 

 
ENERGY  
 
:: Social :: 
+Friends that raise you up and you feel joy from raising them up.  
+Feeling at ease, comfortable and confident in their presence.  
+Lack of competition and a variety of lifestyle choices/life stages.  
+A curated social media feed that has you feeling informed, supported and    
  connected. 
 
:: Movement ::  
+A healthy mix of sensual and purposeful.  
+Team and/or individual movement acknowledges your interests.  
+Exercise is used to channel feelings and isn’t undertaken to be  
  avoidant/perfectionistic.  
 
:: Appearance :: 
+Clothes fit, hairstyle is aligned and are reflective of your personality and what you  
  stand for.  
 
:: Energy input ::  
+A sense of connection to the food, drink and supplements that you put into your  
  body.  
+A sense of that feels good rather than patterns of sabotage, denial, extremism   
  or negativity.  
 
:: Giving + Receiving ::  
+A healthy relationship with giving and receiving compliments and words of  
  affirmation, touch, acts of service, gifts, quality time and help.  
+A lifestyle that isn’t built on burn-out and over-generating and people pleasing.  
+A job/vocation/purpose that feels aligned with your true worth in that you give and  
  receive back from it with ease.  
 
 
SPACES  
 
:: Environments/Surrounds ::  
+Exposure to a variety of indoor and outdoor environments to appeal to both comfort  
  and novelty.  
+Connection with nature.  
+Travel within your locale and afar 
 
:: Bedroom ::  
+Feels like a sanctuary, is minimalist. Dust and clutter free and with rest and sex in  
  mind.  
+Pleasure objects, condoms and lubrication easy to access.  
+Lighting suitable and changeable.  
+Bed, mattress and doona are warm and inviting. Only photos of you and your partner.  



	  

WISDOM  
 
:: Mindset ::  
+Realistic, healthy, regular expression of emotions without staying stuck, looking ever  
  forward, moving at a steady pace with passions in mind.  
+A drama free mindset about work and employment.  
 
:: Professionals ::  
+Helpers, healers and professional services in your life are respectful, present, caring and  
  always seek your consent.  
 
 
POWER  
 
:: Money ::  
+A source of money and value that allows you to feel abundant in your life and fulfilled. 
+Low/no stress relationship to money and an ongoing feeling of being  
  supported/empowered.  
+Being aware of where your finances are at and having taxes up-to-date.  
 
:: Fertility ::  
+Being creative and generating for pleasure 
+Contraception choice is empowering and free of hormonal disruption 
+Bleeding is pain free and regular (or predictable) 
+A sound understanding of your sexual and reproductive (+ pleasure) anatomy 
+A supportive core and pelvic floor  
 
 
EXPRESSION  
 
:: Art forms ::  
+Exposure to art forms that stir you up. Films, TV shows (streaming a necessity), art   
 shows and music that reminds you of the erotic, the deep, the human and gives you  
 permission to feel sexual.  
+Creativity pursuits feel honest and authentic and experimental.  
 

:: 
:: 

 
SEX LIFE 
 
+Respectful communication - low level projections, low  
 conflict/conflict free sex life, mutually beneficial frequency,  
 consent (your yes and no) honoured 
+Pleasure, connection and curiosity a priority 
+Pain free sex 
+Mutual satisfaction / Equity 
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